ABSTRACT. These lectures concern (nonlinear) filtering. Very roughly the art of obtaining best estimates for some stochastic time-varying variable x on the basis of observations of another process y. The more concrete object under consideration being a stochastic dynamical system dx=/(x)dt+G(x)dw, where w is Wiener noise, with observations dy=h(x)dt+dv, corrupted by further noise. The subject as presented here involves ideas and techniques from Lie algebra theory, stochastics, differential topology, approximation theory and partial differential equations and has relations with quantum theory and stochastic physics. The lectures are adressed to practitioners in any one of these areas assuming that as a rule they are not experts in the other ones.
INTRODUCTION
Filtering is concerned with making estimates of quantities associated with a stochastic process {XI} on the basis of information gleaned from a related process {Y/}' The process {xd is called the signal or state process and {Y/} is the observation process. In this paper the following more concrete realization will be considered Physics and Engineering, [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] i.e. the best (least squares) estimate of cp(xt) given the observations Ys up to time t. That is we are interested in calculation procedures for .p(xt). In many (engineering) applications the data come in sequentially and one does not really want a calculating procedure which needs all the data Y" OO;;;so;;;t, every time t that it is desired to find cKXt); rather we would like to have a procedure which uses a statistic mt which can be updated using only the new observations y" t';;;s';;;t' to its value mt, i.e. mt, = a (mt,t',t,{Ys:t';;;so;;;t'}) and from which the desired conditional expectation can be calculated directly, i.e . Finally to actually implement the filter it would be nice if mt were a finite dimensional quantity. All this leads to the (ideal) notion of a finite dimensional recursive filter. By definition such a filter is a system dEt = a(~t)dt + ±Pi(~t)dYiI More precisely formulated our problem is now the following: given a system (1.l)-(1.2) and a function", on IRn, how can we decide whether for these data there exists a finite dimensional recursive filter (1.10)-(1.11) which calculates .p(xt), the best least squares estimate, and how do we find the functions (vectorfields) a,pl> ... ,PP. Y of (1.10)-(1.11). Now this may of course be a totally unreasonable question to ask. It could be that such nice filters virtually never exist. That is not the case though. In the case of linear systems
.p(xt)
where now A,B,C are matrices of the appropriate sizes (which may be time varying), the well known Kalman-Bucy filter is precisely such a filter as (1.10}-(1.11). The equations are as follows. The statistic Et is a pair (m"Pt) conSisting of an n-vector and a symmetric n Xn matrix Pt. These evolve according to
(1.14)
( 1.15) Here XT denotes the transpose of a matrix X. This filter was discovered in 1961 and it is hard to overestimate its importance: whole books are devoted to its applications into single specialized fields and substantial companies can make a good living doing little more than Kalman-Bucy filtering. Naturally, efforts immediately started to find similar filters for more general systems than (1.l2)-(1.13). This turned out to be unexpectedly difficult and this is still the case though there exists hosts of approximate filters of various kinds which (seem to) work well in a variety of situations; there is very little systematically known about how to construct approximate filters or about how to predict that a given one or class will work well when applied to a given collection of systems.
The approach based on Lie-algebraic considerations which I will try to discuss and explain below seems to hold great promise both in understanding the difficulties involved and in providing some kind of systematic foothold in the area of constructing approximate filters. For, as will become clear below, the existence of finite dimensional recursive filters for a nontrivial statistic will be a rare event.
Let me pause at this point to point out that identification problems can easily be construed as
